LA Housing Department Proposes Ending COVID Eviction Protections

The City of Los Angeles may have a New Year’s present for renters that they clearly don’t want. If the LA City Council adopts a proposal by the LA Housing Department landlords will once again be allowed to evict tenants for not paying their rent even if they’ve fallen behind for COVID-19-related circumstances.

In addition, tenants living in rent-controlled apartments in the City of LA — buildings built prior to October 1978 and accounting for three-quarters of the apartment stock — will once again face rent increases the following year, in January 2024.
LAHD Proposal: A Roadmap to
- Increased Homelessness
- Increased Evictions
- Increased Gentrification
- Increased Loss of RSO Units Due to the Ellis Act
- Increased Economic Hardship for LA Renters

The proposal calls for the following eviction protections to end on December 31, 2022:

Evictions for:
- Rent Owed
- Owner Occupancy
- Resident Manager
- Demolition & Removal from Rental Market (Ellis)
- Lease/Rental Violations for Pets, Additional Tenants, Noise

Payment of Rent – Under the current provisions of the local L.A. City COVID eviction protections, tenants are protected from eviction for non-payment of rent, late charges or interest due to circumstances related to COVID-19. In order to conduct ample public education and outreach, LAHD recommends phasing out the eviction
protections beginning on November 1, 2022, while continuing eviction protections for tenants who are currently unable to pay their full rent due to the financial impact of the pandemic through December 31, 2022.

Payment of Rental Arrears - State law requires that rent debt accrued between March 1, 2020 and September 30, 2021 be repaid by August 1, 2023. “COVID-19 rental debt” is specifically defined as rent that was due between March 1, 2020 and September 30, 2021. The City is not preempted from allowing a 12-month repayment period for rent debt accrued after September 30, 2021. For this reason, LAHD is recommending a two-step repayment period:

● All back rent due by August 1, 2023, for rental arrears accrued between March 1, 2020 and September 30, 2021; and
● All back rent due December 31, 2023 (12 months after the expiration of the local eviction moratorium) for rental arrears accrued from November 1, 2021 through December 31, 2022.

Particularly Cruel

Tenants who adopted pets during COVID even though their rental agreement/lease prohibited pets were protected from eviction. The LAHD proposal calls for those pets to be kicked to the curb, thus potentially adding to the overcrowded challenges at our City’s animals shelters. Tenants in this situation will have to choose between giving up their beloved pet or being eviction or moving, thus facing higher rents or living on the streets.

Evictions for Nuisance and Unauthorized Occupancy or Pets - Under the provisions of LAMC 49.99.C, landlords may not evict a residential tenant based on the presence of unauthorized occupants or pets, or for nuisance related to COVID-19 during the Local Emergency Period. LAHD recommends extending the existing eviction protections for unauthorized occupants or pets or “nuisance” related to circumstances related to COVID-19 through December 31, 2022. This will provide the public with notice of the change and allow renters time to make alternative arrangements.
One Good Thing, But Far Too Little
In Light of the Other Recommendations

In order to address existing gaps in eviction protections for non-RSO units and provide a basic level of tenant protections, LAHD recommends that the City Council instruct the City Attorney, to draft an ordinance to expand eviction protections for non-RSO rental units and requiring relocation assistance, tenant notification, and mandatory eviction filings for no-fault evictions.

Tenant groups, including CES, have voiced opposition to these recommendations stating that the pandemic that exacerbated the housing crisis for renters, is still on-going, and recovery from the pandemic will be long and difficult for vulnerable low-income families, especially those who lost primary breadwinners and care providers. Because household finances have not stabilized for those at the lowest incomes and tenant protections have been an important tool to keep renters housed.

CES and other tenant groups strongly urge the City not to lift the protections abruptly. Asserting that the emergency eviction protections have not caused significant undue hardship for most landlords and that the level of housing insecurity for renters prior to the pandemic was not acceptable, We urge that the City not lift the COVID-19 tenant protections until permanent protections are strengthened.

ACT NOW!!!

Contact City Council Members NOW to REJECT the LA Housing Department Proposal!

Demand COVID Eviction Protections Are NOT Weakened or Eliminated & Should Actually Be Strengthened:
CES Opposes Any Efforts to Weaken or Eliminate Any Renter Protections

CES Supports Strengthening Protections

To relax or eliminate COVID eviction protections would cruel and inhuman.

The COVID emergency is not over.

The City Council can’t truly address homelessness with actions that will throw more people on the street.

Inflation has made things more expensive, but with housing affordable units are scarce allowing landlords to charge a premium on available units.

Over the last year, there’s been a 17% surge of rents prices according to Zillow data.

HUD reports LA’s median rent is $2,258. But, for vacant RSO units 2-bedroom apartments are renting for $4,000 according to ApartmentList.com.

At that rent you’d need to make $160,000 a year for it to be affordable, yet the average LA salary is $68,000.

The City Council must not abandon renters now. Protections need to be strengthened, not weakened at this time.

CES stands in support of expanded, permanent renter protections, including:
- Options to strengthen permanent protections to prevent eviction of tenants that suffer temporary disruptions in income;
- Expanding just cause protections to all rental units with no exceptions.
- Limiting allowable rent increases to 60% of the Consumer Price Index.
- Eliminating the 3% floor for allowable rent increases.
- Eliminating the 1% annual allowable increase for master meter buildings.
- Making it illegal to take away parking spaces as West Hollywood has done instead of it being a reduction of services.
- Prohibiting temporary relocation for housing upgrades if the landlord then intends to Ellis evict or convert to Tenants In Common.

**KNOW YOUR TENANT RIGHTS!**

**ATTENTION ALL RENTERS!**

*Attend the Coalition for Economic Survival Tenants' Rights Zoom Clinic*

To sign up for the next Coalition for Economic Survival Tenants’ Rights Clinic via ZOOM Request a Link by emailing: [HelpingLArenters@gmail.com](mailto:HelpingLArenters@gmail.com)

The Clinic serves the entire Southern California area. Accommodations for Spanish and Russian speakers are provided.

CES holds the Clinic **Every Saturday** via Zoom at 10 am.
and every Wednesday at 6 pm for West Hollywood Renter
To request a link to register for any Clinic email: [HelpingLArenters@gmail.com](mailto:HelpingLArenters@gmail.com).
COALITION FOR ECONOMIC SURVIVAL

CES ZOOM TENANTS' RIGHTS CLINIC

EVERY SATURDAY AT 10:00 AM
TO REQUEST A LINK TO REGISTER
EMAIL:
HELPINGLARENTERS@GMAIL.COM

The Clinic serves the entire Southern California area. Accommodations for Spanish speakers provided.

TO REGISTER > CLICK HERE

SUPPORT OUR WORK: CLICK HERE TO DONATE TODAY!

SUPPORT THE WORK OF THE COALITION FOR ECONOMIC SURVIVAL

* Secure tenants' rights
* Preserve existing affordable housing
* Prevent tenant displacement

Show your support for CES' work by making a Donation Now!

The economic justice victories that CES has won over the years such as rent control in the cities of Los Angeles and West Hollywood, creating the city of West Hollywood and winning numerous laws to combat slum housing, secure tenants' rights and preserve affordable housing has only been possible with the generous financial support from people like you. 2022 marked CES' 49th Anniversary year. Help make it another year of victories by clicking here to donate now.

With us all facing this pandemic that threatens us both health-wise and economically, CES has committed to continue providing tenants with information and assistance on their rights. Clearly, COVID-19 has made this commitment extremely challenging. It is why we need your financial support more than ever. We will persist!

Join CES, Donate to CES TODAY!

DONATE NOW: $3
DONATE NOW: $5
DONATE NOW: $10
DONATE NOW: $25
DONATE NOW: $50
DONATE NOW: $100

Coalition for Economic Survival
616 Shatto Place, Los Angeles, CA 90005
Telephone: (213) 252-4411
Fax: (213) 252-4422
contactces@earthlink.net
www.cesinaction.org